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Abstract
We develop, in the context of general relativity, the notion of a geoid – a surface of constant
“gravitational potential”. In particular, we show how this idea naturally emerges as a specific
choice of a previously proposed, more general and operationally useful construction called a
quasilocal frame – that is, a choice of a two-parameter family of timelike worldlines compris-
ing the worldtube boundary of the history of a finite spatial volume. We study the geometric
properties of these geoid quasilocal frames, and construct solutions for them in some simple
spacetimes. We then compare these results – focusing on the computationally tractable scenario
of a non-rotating body with a quadrupole perturbation – against their counterparts in Newtonian
gravity (the setting for current applications of the geoid), and we compute general-relativistic
corrections to some measurable geometric quantities.
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1 Introduction
Recent satellite missions of the European Space Agency, including GRACE (Gravity Recovery and Climate
Experiment) [1] and GOCE (Gravity Field and Steady-State Ocean Circulation Explorer) [2], have been able
to produce high-resolution maps of the Earth’s geoid, a surface with a particular gravity potential value [3–5].
More specifically, it is a very particular equipotential surface which most closely approximates an idealized
mean global ocean surface (i.e. the shape the oceans would take under the influence of gravity alone). An
understanding of the geoid is salient for a wide variety of theoretical and technological applications in the
realm of gravitational physics. Foremost among them, knowledge of the geoid map is used by all GPS
satellites in order to calibrate their height measurements [5,6]. In particular, the geoid model is what is used
to translate mathematical heights (measurements relative to a reference ellipsoid obtained from GPS) into
positions of real-world significance (global elevations relative to a meaningful physical reference surface,
i.e. the sea level) [5]. An accurate determination of the Earth’s geoid is also of importance for studying
geophysical processes, climate patterns, oceanic tides and related phenomena.
Historically, the theory of the geoid has been extensively – and, until very recently, exclusively – ex-
plored in the context of Newtonian gravity (NG). The first – and, up until the present work, only – analysis
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of the geoid in the context of general relativity (GR) appeared in [7]. There, the authors argue for and derive,
in a particular case, the PDEs that a geoid should satisfy assuming a certain simple model of the Earth.
The scope of the present work is two-fold. On the one hand, we feel that the geoid concept in GR, rather
than a mere expedient imposition of certain conditions on the metric functions in order to achieve semblance
wih NG (as is the approach of [7]), arises as a particular manifestation of a much broader and richer idea
known as a quasilocal frame [8,9]. Developed over the course of the past few years, this concept has proven
to be a very operationally practical and geometrically natural way of describing extended systems in GR. The
basic idea is to work with finite volumes of space whose dynamics are such that their spatial boundaries obey
certain conditions or constraints as they evolve in time. In work done up to now, the imposed constraints
were those of rigidity – for the simple reason that these manifestly simplify and naturally lend themselves
to a variety of both theoretical as well as practical problems. They include, in the case of the former, the
formulation of conservation laws in GR without the traditional need to appeal to spacetime symmetries
[10, 11]; and in the case of the latter, the calculation of tidal interactions in solar system dynamics in a
post-Newtonian setting [12]. Yet, as will be shown, there are enough degrees of freedom in choosing these
boundary constraints such that, instead of making them rigid, they can be chosen to actually describe a geoid
– and that these two possible choices represent naturally complementary views of a quasilocal approach to
GR.
A second objective of this work is to explicitly construct geoid solutions in GR and to exemplify their
disagreement with the Newtonian theory. Thus, we will argue that a general-relativistic treatment of the
geoid may be important not only from a foundational point of view, but also for future and improved appli-
cations.
We structure this paper as follows. In Section 2, we provide a self-contained overview of the formalism
of quasilocal frames, and in Section 3, of conservation laws arising therefrom, in general, i.e. prior to
imposing any specializing conditions or constraints thereon. In Section 4, we show how these conditions
can be chosen so that quasilocal frames describe geoids – hence, geoid quasilocal frames. Then, in Section
5, we construct solutions for them in some stationary axisymmetric spacetimes, and in Section 6, we focus
on one particular class of such solutions – non-rotating bodies with a quadrupole perturbation – and compare
them with their analogues in NG. Finally, in Section 7 we offer some concluding remarks.
2 Quasilocal Frames
2.1 Setup
Let M be a 4-manifold with a Lorentzian metric gab of signature (−,+,+,+) and a metric-compatible
derivative operator ∇. For any type (k, l) tensor A ∈ T kl (M ), we use Roman indices to denote its
components Aa1···ak b1···bl in some coordinate basis {xa}.
LetB ⊂M be an embedded 3-manifold representing a two-parameter family of timelike curves inM ,
such that B ' R × S2 is the worldtube boundary of the history of a finite spatial volume. This is what is
referred to as a quasilocal frame (QF); see Figure 1. Let ua denote the the future-directed unit vector field
tangent to this congruence. The metric onM induces onB a spacelike outward-pointing unit normal vector
na and a Lorentzian metric of signature (−,+,+) whose components inM are given by
γab = gab − nanb. (2.1)
Moreover, there is an induced metric-compatible (with respect to γ) derivative operator D onB. Here, for
any type (k, l) tensor A¯ ∈ T kl (B), we use Greek indices to denote its components A¯µ1···µk ν1···νl in some
3
Figure 1: Definition of a quasilocal frame (B, γ), illustrated for ease of visualization in the
situation where the orthogonal subspaces (H , σ) are closed two-surfaces.
coordinate basis {x¯µ}, and overbars are used to make it clear that quantities belong toB.
Finally, let H be the subspace of the tangent space of B that is orthogonal to ua. Note that H need
not be integrable into closed 2-dimensional hypersurfaces (with topology S2) since ua is in general not
hypersurface orthogonal, though to make the setup easy to visualize, a representative example of such a
closed 2-dimensional hypersurfaces is depicted in Figure 1. Regardless, we always have a 2-dimensional
Riemannian metric induced onH of signature (+,+) with components inM given by
σab = γab + uaub. (2.2)
Analogously, there is an induced metric-compatible (with respect to σ) derivative operator D onH . Here,
for any type (k, l) tensor Aˆ ∈ T kl (H ), we use Fraktur indices to denote its components Aˆi1···ik j1···jl in
some coordinate basis {xˆi}, and overhats are used to make it clear that quantities belong toH .
In any given spacetime (M , g), the specification of a QF (B, γ) lies entirely in the choice of the vector
field ua (from which na and all induced quantities are then computable). This therefore affords us three
degrees of freedom in how we construct a QF, associated with the three (a priori) independent components
of ua (whose total of four components are subject to the normalization condition u · u = −1). In other
words, we are free to pick any three mathematical conditions to fix (uniquely) the geometry of a QF. In
practice (as we shall see), it is physically more natural (as well as mathematically easier) to work with
geometric quantities other than u itself to achieve this.
2.2 Induced Geometry
Let JI J = ∂xI/∂xJ , where I and J can be Roman, Greek or Fraktur (so long as J is of a type that
refers to a dimension lower than or equal to I). If they are of the same type, J accomplishes a coordinate
transformation within the same manifold (i.e. it is just a Jacobian); if they are of different types, we use J as
a means to compute the coordinate components of tensors induced on the corresponding lower-dimensional
submanifold, viz. ∀A ∈ T 0l (M ) we obtain its projections A¯ ∈ T 0l (B) and Aˆ ∈ T 0l (H ), respectively,
by A¯µ1···µl =
(∏l
j=1 Jaj µj
)
Aa1···al and Aˆi1···il =
(∏l
j=1 Jµj ij
)
A¯µ1···µl .
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Moreover, if we define on B a time function t, we can choose coordinates {x¯µ} = {t, x¯i} so that
x¯i = xˆi and set u¯µ = (1/N) δ¯µ 0 where N is the lapse function of gab. Then, we find that the metric onB
has adapted coordinate components:
γ¯µν =
( −N2 Nuˆj
Nuˆi σˆij − uˆiuˆj
)
. (2.3)
Additionally, we denote the extrinsic curvature of B by Θab = γac∇cnb, and Θ = Θa a is its trace.
From this, the canonical momentum Πab = Θab − Θγab ofB can be computed. Moreover, we also define
the quantity κab = σac∇cnb which will commonly appear in our computations, and κ = κa a is its trace.
2.3 Congruence Properties
A natural quantity for describing the time development of our congruence is the tensor field
θab = σacσbd∇cud = 1
2
θσab + θ〈ab〉 + θ[ab], (2.4)
known as the strain rate tensor. In the last equality it is written in the usual decomposition1 into, respectively:
its trace part, proportional to θ = σabθab = θa a, describing expansion; its symmetric trace-free part,
θ〈ab〉 = θ(ab) − 12θσab, describing shear; and its totally antisymmetric part, θ[ab], describing rotation. They
vanish if, respectively, the congruence does not change size, does not change shape, or does not rotate.
Let us now see how (2.4) can help us study properties of the congruence. Let aa = ∇uua denote the
acceleration of the congruence, αa = σabab the acceleration tangential to B, and ℵ = n · a = naaa the
normal component of the acceleration. Computing uc∇cθab = ∇uθab and taking its trace, we obtain a
Raychaudhuri-type equation prescribing the rate of change of θ with respect to proper time; the details of
the calculation are offered in Appendix A, and here we state only the result:
dθ
dτ
= −θabθba −Rabuaub +D ·α+P2 + ℵκ+Racbdnanbucud, (2.5)
where the quantity Pa = σabucΠbc is known as the quasilocal momentum, the physical meaning of which
we will explicate in greater detail in the following section.
The first two terms on the RHS of (2.5) are the familiar ones from the standard Raychaudhuri equation
for timelike geodesics [13,14]; the rest are due to the fact that here we are considering a general congruence
with arbitrary (non-zero) acceleration, and that we have defined the strain rate tensor (2.4) not as the deriva-
tive (in M ) of the tangent vector to a 3-parameter congruence (as is usually done [13, 14]), but instead as
the projection thereof ontoH for a 2-parameter congruence.
The utility of this is that it permits us to impose (some or all) conditions on (2.4) in order to define a QF
(which is often much more meaningful than, for example, directly specifying u). Moreover, (2.5) provides
us with a consistency check once we construct our QFs (as we shall see in later sections) and may in certain
cases encode useful physical insight into the nature of the solutions.
1See, e.g., Chapter 2 of [13] for a detailed discussion.
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3 Conservation Laws
To see what QF conditions make sense and are practical to work with, let us turn now to what has so far
proven to be the principal utility of this setup: namely, the construction and calculational implementation of
general-relativistic conservation laws [10,11]. The starting point for this is the well-known fact that the usual
(local) stress-energy-momentum (SEM) tensor of matter Tab bears a number of manifest deficiencies when
taken as the sole ingredient for formulating conservation laws in dynamically curved spacetimes. Broadly
speaking, there are two reasons why: Local conservation laws constructed from Tab cannot
i. be expressed, in general, purely in terms of boundary fluxes (which is, intuitively, the mathematical
form we should expect/demand of conservation laws), but must include four-dimensional bulk inte-
grals (unless the spacetime posesses Killing vector fields, which in general is not the case if we have
nontrivial dynamics);
ii. account for gravitational effects, i.e. they have nothing to say about vacuum solutions (which may
contain nontrivial fluxes of gravitational energy or momentum, e.g. from gravitational waves), and in
any case, gravitational SEM is (unlike matter) not localizable.
A solution that alleviates both of these problems is to define and work with a SEM tensor for both matter and
gravity. The most intuitive argument for how to achieve this [11] follows by recalling the basic definition of
the matter SEM tensor Tab itself: namely, it is twice the variational derivative of the total action functional
S with respect to the spacetime metric g (which yields a bulk integral), if gravity is not included in S. But
if it is, and the Einstein equation Gab = Tab is assumed to hold everywhere in the bulk, then (with the
bulk integral vanishing) this variational derivative simply evaluates to δgS = 12
´
dB(−Πab)δγab, which
is now a boundary integral (over B). This motivates taking τab = −Πab as the total matter plus gravity
SEM tensor; it is also known as the Brown-York tensor (after Brown and York, who first proposed this
idea [15, 16], but following instead an argument relying on a Hamilton-Jacobi analysis). It is quasilocal in
the sense that it describes the boundary (as opposed to volume) density of energy, momentum and stress –
obtained, respectively, by decomposing τab into: E = uaubτab, Pa = −σa bucτbc and Sab = −σa cσb dτcd.
Conservation laws using τab have been explicitly constructed (without the existence of Killing vectors,
or any other extraneous assumptions), applied successfully to simple situations (such as a box accelerat-
ing through a uniform electric field, viz. the Bertotti-Robinson-type metric), and interpreted as offering
physically sensible and intuitive explanations for the mechanisms behind energy and momentum transfer
in curved spacetime [10, 11]. For brevity, we here explicitly write down only the energy conservation law.
(The ones for momentum and angular momentum are analogous, but a bit more involved.) It expresses the
change in total energy between an initial and final arbitrary spatial volume, with spatial boundaries Si and
Sf respectively (see Figure 1), as a flux through the worldtube boundary ∆B between them2:
ˆ
Sf−Si
dH E =
ˆ
∆B
dB
[
T abnaub −
(
αaPa − Sabθab
)]
. (3.1)
What (3.1) is saying is that the change in energy of a system (the LHS) occurs as a consequence of two
processes (on the RHS): a matter flux through ∆B, i.e. the
´
dBT abnaub term, plus a purely geometrical
flux,
´
dB
(−αaPa + Sabθab), which can be interpreted as representing a gravitational energy flux through
2If the observers are not at rest with respect to Si and Sf , the LHS actually involves an additional shift term (omitted here for
simplicity).
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the boundary. The form of this flux provides a natural way to identify the two complementary classes or
“gauges” of QFs: ones which see gravitational energy flux as momentum times acceleration, and ones which
see it as stress times strain.
The first gauge, dubbed rigid quasilocal frames (RQFs), has been explored extensively – and exclusively
– prior to the present work. It is defined by the three QF conditions
θ = 0 = θ〈ab〉, (3.2)
i.e. the congruence does not expand and undergoes no shearing – which is another way of saying that
observers remain at rest or “rigid” with respect to each other. In such QFs, the gravitational energy flux is
−α · P , which is simply the special relativistic rate of change of energy, −a · p, of an object with four-
momentum p as seen by an observer with four-acceleration a, promoted to a general-relativistic energy flux
passing through a rigid boundary containing the object: a becomes α, the acceleration of observers on the
boundary, and p becomes P , the quasilocal momentum density measured by those observers (via general-
relativistic frame dragging). An equivalence principle-based argument explaining why this must be so is
given in [10, 11].
The second gauge of QFs, wherein the α ·P term does not contribute and the gravitational energy flux
is transmitted solely through the effect of stress times strain, can be interpreted as describing geoids, and we
hence refer to these QFs as geoid quasilocal frames (GQFs); we elaborate further in the following section.
4 Geoid Quasilocal Frames
Geoids in NG are defined as equipotential surfaces, i.e. the level sets of the Newtonian gravitational potential
VN, which is the solution (in R3) of the Poisson equation, ∇2VN = ρ (where ρ denotes mass density). To
define a geoid in GR, which (unlike NG) does not rely on the concept of a potential, we can instead take
our cue from the expected motion of observers associated therewith. In NG, acceleration is proportional
to ∇VN (whose direction is perpendicular to the level surface), and so geoids can alternatively be regarded
as surfaces the normal vector to which always indicates the direction of observers’ acceleration. This is a
condition that can, just as well, be imposed in GR. In particular, it is achieved precisely in the form of a
QF where the acceleration of observers aa points only in the direction of the normal vector na. This is the
same as saying that there is no component of aa tangent toB, i.e. αa = σabab = 0. But this comprises just
two equations (since a · u = 0 holds automatically), and we have three degrees of freedom at our disposal
in specifying a QF. Thus, as our third condition for geoids, we impose – for reasons we will explicate
momentarily – the requirement of zero expansion of the congruence, i.e. θ = 0. To summarize, the GQF
conditions are:
θ = 0 = αa. (4.1)
These generalize the conditions proposed in [7], which use just an equivalent version of αa = 0, and in fact
one that is only valid under the assumption of stationarity; our conditions (4.1) are thus completely general
and, moreover, the geometrical meaning of the geoid is more apparently elucidated in our formulation.
More conveniently for applications, it can be shown that (4.1) may be rewritten as the following equiv-
alent system of PDEs in the adapted coordinates:
αa = 0⇔ 0 = ∂iN + ˙ˆui, (4.2)
θ = 0⇔ 0 = σˆij ˙ˆσij, (4.3)
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where overdots denote time differentiation.
The choice of the θ = 0 condition may be justified in a few ways:
• It is physically intuitive: For example, in a static spacetime, a globally non-zero value of θ would
describe a changing total surface area, which is not what one might think of as a geoid. If, moreover,
we merely imposed that the total surface area be constant, but with θ (potentially) positive on some
parts of the geoid but negative on others, the quasilocal observers would be dynamical relative to each
other (either converging toward each other on some parts and diverging away on other parts, or moving
radially outwards on some parts and radially inwards on other parts), which is again a situation that
one would not think of as describing a geoid. Hence θ = 0 is a physically natural choice as a (local)
GQF condition.
• It reduces the gravitational energy flux in (3.1) to S〈ab〉θ〈ab〉: Thus, the flux of gravitational energy
through the geoid is felt only through shearing, which is precisely the effect of a linearly polarized
gravitational wave passing perpendicularly through the plane of an interferometric detector.
We may add that this condition also renders comparison with RQFs easier (since θ = 0 is one of the three
RQF conditions (3.2) as well).
Moreover, imposing the GQF conditions (4.1) turns the Raychaudhuri equation (2.5) into
0 = −θabθba −Rabuaub + ℵκ+P2 +Racbdnanbucud, (4.4)
where we can use θabθba = θ〈ab〉θ〈ab〉 − θ[ab]θ[ab] for θ = 0. A simplified case of interest might be when
there is no rotation and the metric of M is a vacuum solution of the Einstein equation; then, the above
reduces to 0 = −θ〈ab〉θ〈ab〉 + ℵκ+P2 +Racbdnanbucud.
5 Stationary Axisymmetric Solutions
Given a spacetime (M , g) with a decomposition perscribed by subsection 2.1, GQFs can in general be
constructed by imposing the conditions given in the preceding section, that is to say, by solving (in the
adapted coordinates) the system of three first-order PDEs 0 = ∂iN + ˙ˆui and 0 = σˆij ˙ˆσij.
If the spacetime is stationary, the problem reduces to solving just two equations, 0 = ∂iN . (Assuming
ua is hypersurface orthogonal,H will be integrable into closed 2-dimensional hypersurfaces – as shown in
Figure 1.)
If moreover the spacetime is axisymmetric, one of the two equations 0 = ∂iN is automatically satisfied
and thus the problem is reduced to solving just one PDE: namely, requiring that the partial of the lapse
with respect to the polar angular coordinate vanishes. (The partial with respect to the azimuthal coordinate
automatically vanishes in such cases.)
A general method for constructing geoids in stationary axisymmetric spacetimes is therefore as follows:
If gab is given in spherical coordinates (T,R,Θ,Φ), apply to it a coordinate transformation
T = t,
R = f (r, θ) ,
Θ = θ,
Φ = φ,
(5.1)
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and then solve 0 = ∂θN for the unknown function f (r, θ). This will yield a one-parameter family (i.e.
parametrized by the value of r) of axisymmetric (i.e. constant in φ) two-surfaces.
Moreover, after changing to (t, r, θ, φ) coordinates, we employ
ua =
(
1
N
)
δa t, na =
(
1√
grr
)
δr a, (5.2)
to compute γab, σab, and all other related quantities defined in Section 2.
For the rest of this section, we present GQF solutions corresponding to some stationary axisymmetric
spacetimes of interest – for Schwarzschild, excluding and including deformations, for slow rotation, and for
Kerr.
5.1 Schwarzschild Metric
As a first application, let us consider the standard Schwarzschild metric,
ds2 = −
(
1− 2M
R
)
dT 2 +
(
1− 2M
R
)−1
dR2 +R2
(
dΘ2 + sin2 ΘdΦ2
)
. (5.3)
Applying (5.1), we get N =
√
1− 2M/f (r, θ). The GQF condition 0 = ∂θN then entails that f has no
angular dependence, i.e. f (r, θ) = F (r) and so we simply have
R = F (r) . (5.4)
The degree of freedom in choosing this function can be regarded as a general-relativistic version of the
freedom we have in relabeling the family of geoids (which, in NG, is manifested via the more limited
freedom available to fix boundary conditions for the potential, i.e. to simply add to it an arbitrary constant).
With this, we compute the strain rate tensor θab and the quasilocal momentum Pa, and find that they
are both zero. Since Rab = 0, the Raychaudhuri GQF equation (4.4) reduces to 0 = ℵκ+ Racbdnanbucud.
Concordantly, we compute
ℵ = M
F 2 (r)
√
1− 2M/F (r) , κ =
2
√
1− 2M/F (r)
F (r)
, Racbdn
anbucud = − 2M
F 3 (r)
, (5.5)
thus verifying that the Raychaudhuri GQF equation is indeed satisfied in this case; what it is saying is that the
normal acceleration (ℵ) of observers on a geoidal surface with extrinsic curvature (κ), which the observers
would expect to cause them to diverge from each other, is exactly balanced by their tidal acceleration (the
Racbdn
anbucud term).
5.2 Arbitrarily Deformed Schwarzschild Metric
We now consider the Schwarzschild metric with arbitrary internal and external deformations, i.e. with
multipole moments of the source and of the external field respectively. In prolate spheroidal coordinates, it
can be written as [17]:
ds2 = −e2ψdT 2 +M2e−2ψ
[
e2γ
(
X2 − Y 2)( dX2
X2 − 1 +
dY 2
1− Y 2
)
+
(
X2 − 1) (1− Y 2) dΦ2] , (5.6)
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whereX and Y are defined3 in terms ofR and Θ, γ is a complicated function4 ofX and Y , and the function
ψ has the form
ψ =
1
2
ln
(
X − 1
X + 1
)
−
∞∑
n=1
(
An
Rn+1
+BnR
n
)
Pn
(
XY
R
)
. (5.7)
Here, the first term gives the undeformed Schwarzschild solution, the An terms in the sum describe defor-
mations of the source, and the Bn terms describe deformations of the external field (with Pn denoting the
n-th Legendre polynomial). To satisfy certain regularity conditions [17] we can discard all the odd terms
and retain only the even multipole moments; then applying (5.1) we get:
N = exp
[
1
2
ln
(
1− 2M
f (r, θ)
)
−
∞∑
n=1
(
A2n
f2n+1 (r, θ)
+B2nf
2n (r, θ)
)
P2n (cos θ)
]
. (5.8)
The GQF condition 0 = ∂θN is therefore solved implicitly byR = f (r, θ) satisfying the algebraic equation
VR (r) =
1
2
ln
(
1− 2M
R
)
−
∞∑
n=1
(
A2n
R2n+1
+B2nR
2n
)
P2n (cos θ) , (5.9)
where we have (suggestively) denoted VR an arbitrary function of r.
To see how this relates to the Newtonian concept of the geoid (“equipotential surface”), we can Taylor
expand (outside the Schwarzschild radius) ln (1− 2M/R) = −∑∞j=1 (2M/R)j /j, and restore units to get
VR = VN −
∞∑
j=1
[
2j (GM)j+1
(j + 1) c2j
]
1
Rj+1
, (5.10)
where
VN = −GM
R
−
∞∑
n=1
(
A2n
R2n+1
+B2nR
2n
)
P2n (cos θ) (5.11)
is the usual (azimuthally-symmetric) solution to the Laplace equation in R3 i.e. simply the Newtonian
potential (−GM/R plus higher multipole corrections). Thus, VR = VN + O(1/c2) can be interpreted as
being a general-relativistic version of the “gravitational potential,” with the sum (over j) on the RHS of
(5.10) supplying the relativistic corrections (beginning at O(1/c2)).
5.3 Slow-Rotation Metric
Next we turn to including the effects of rotation. Before looking at the full Kerr metric, let us consider first
its approximation in the case of slow rotation, i.e. to first order in the angular momentum J . This is given
by [18]:
ds2 = −
(
1− 2M
R
)
dT 2 +
(
1− 2M
R
)−1
dR2 +R2
(
dΘ2 + sin2 ΘdΦ2
)
+
4Ma
R
sin2 ΘdTdΦ, (5.12)
3By equation (4) in [17]: X = (R+ +R−) /2M and Y = (R+ −R−) /2M , with R± =
[
R2 +M2 ± 2MR cos Θ]1/2.
4Given by equations (8) and (9) in [17], which are long and we refrain from reproducing them here.
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where a = −J/M . Into this we again insert (5.1), and get N = √1− 2M/f (r, θ). Hence, just like in the
(undeformed) Schwarzschild case, we simply have
R = F (r) . (5.13)
Thus, effects on the geoid due to rotation are only felt at O(a2).
5.4 Kerr Metric
We now consider the Kerr metric,
ds2 = −
(
1− 2MR
R2 + a2 cos2 Θ
)
dT 2 +
(
R2 + a2 cos2 Θ
R2 + a2 − 2MR
)
dR2 +
(
R2 + a2 cos2 Θ
)
dΘ2
+
[(
R2 + a2
)
sin2 Θ +
2MRa2 sin4 Θ
R2 + a2 cos2 Θ
]
dΦ2 + 2
(
2MRa sin2 Θ
R2 + a2 cos2 Θ
)
dTdΦ. (5.14)
Performing the coordinate transformation (5.1), we find
N =
√
1− 2Mf (r, θ)
f2 (r, θ) + a2 cos2 θ
. (5.15)
The GQF condition 0 = ∂θN yields the following PDE for f :
0 =
(
f2 − a2 cos2 θ) ∂θf − 2a2 (sin θ cos θ) f. (5.16)
The general solution to this is f± (r, θ) = 12(F (r) ±
√
F 2 (r)− 4a2 cos2 θ). To see which solution we
should use, we expand each in powers of a: we get f− (r, θ) =
[(
cos2 θ
)
/F (r)
]
a2 + O (a4), while
f+ (r, θ) = F (r) −
[(
cos2 θ
)
/F (r)
]
a2 + O (a4). But we know that in the slow-rotation limit, viz. the
previous subsection, we should just recover R = f (r). Therefore, we can simply discard the solution with
the minus sign. We thus have:
R =
1
2
(
F (r) +
√
F 2 (r)− 4a2 cos2 θ
)
. (5.17)
As a → 0, we recover the Schwarzschild GQF. Moreover, we remark that (5.17) implies that Kerr GQFs
must satisfy a2 ≤ 14F 2 (r), i.e. they do not exist for large enough angular momentum. Moreover, if
a2 < 14F
2 (r), the geoid is smooth across the poles (i.e. ∂θf = 0 at θ = 0, pi) but if a2 = 14F
2 (r) (the
maximally allowed value) then there will be a cusp there.
Setting F (r) = r, we plot (5.17) for r = 4M in units of M = 1 in Figure 2; we also plot the resulting
two-surfaces for different values of a2 in Figure 3.
Furthermore, we analyze the Raychaudhuri GQF equation (4.4) with the solution (5.17) in Appendix B;
in particular, we compute each term in it exactly and check that it is satisfied.
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Figure 2: The radial function for the Kerr GQF with F (r) = r = 4M in units of M = 1, for
different values of the angular momentum parameter a. (Increasing colour darkness corresponds
to increasing a.)
Figure 3: The two-surface for the Kerr GQF with F (r) = r = 4M in units of M = 1, for
angular momentum parameter a2 = 1 (left) and a2 = 4 (right).
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6 Geoids in General Relativity versus Newtonian Gravity
In this entire section, we work for simplicity in units of M = 1.
For the purposes of quantifying and describing more concretely some measurable discrepancies between
a geoid according to GR and the corresponding solution one would find in NG, we restrict our attention to
the Schwarzschild metric with only the leading order inner multipole, i.e. the inner quadrupole moment, and
set B2 = 0, A2n = 0 = B2n ∀n ≥ 2 (in which case (5.6) is known as the Erez-Rosen metric). Moreover,
we treat the quadrupole moment A2 := Q as a perturbation. Then, Taylor expanding in Q, (5.6) can be
written in the much more tractable form [19]:
ds2 = −e−2χ (1− 2/R) dT 2 + e2χ
[
(1− 2/R)−1 dR2 +R2 (dΘ2 + sin2 ΘdΦ2)] , (6.1)
where
χ (R,Θ) =
Q
R3
P2 (cos Θ) . (6.2)
This metric is valid up to O (Q).
We seek to compare geoid solutions of (6.1) with geoids (“equipotential surfaces”) in NG also having a
quadrupole moment Q. The latter are just closed two-dimensional surfaces (topologically S2) inR3, whose
radius at any given polar angle (assuming azimuthal symmetry) is determined by setting the solution to the
Laplace equation to a constant, i.e. H =
{
(R,Θ,Φ) ∈ R3|VN = −1/R−
(
Q/R3
)
P2 (cos Θ) = const.
}
.
We will compute, in turn – and then compare – some geometric quantities corresponding to the Newtonian
and the Schwarzschild geoid with a quadrupole perturbation.
i. NG : We use serif indices for (spherical) coordinate components inR3, and (as before) Fraktur indices
for the geoid 2-surfaceH ' S2. We begin with the Euclidean 3-metric in spherical coordinates,
ds2 = dR2 +R2
(
dΘ2 + sin2 ΘdΦ2
)
, (6.3)
and apply the coordinate transformation R = f (r, θ), Θ = θ and Φ = φ. Then, we compute the unit
normal vector to be na = ((f∂rf) /[f2 + (∂θf)
2]1/2, 0, 0), yielding the induced metric
σab =
 (∂rf)2 (∂θf)2 /
[
f2 + (∂θf)
2
]
(∂rf) (∂θf) 0
(∂rf) (∂θf) f
2 + (∂θf)
2 0
0 0
(
sin2 θ
)
f2
 . (6.4)
Here, f is the function that is the solution to the (algebraic) equation
VN = − 1
f
− Q
f3
P2 (cos θ) . (6.5)
Differentiating (6.5) with respect to θ (with VN fixed) yields an expression for ∂θf simply in terms of
f . We can then substitute this, for example, into the resulting 2-metric onH ,
σˆij =
(
f2 + (∂θf)
2 0
0
(
sin2 θ
)
f2
)
. (6.6)
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Moreover, we also compute κab = σac∇cnb and projecting it ontoH we get:
κˆij =
1√
f2 + (∂θf)
2
(
f2 + 2 (∂θf)
2 − f∂2θf 0
0 (sin θ) [(sin θ) f − (cos θ) ∂θf ] f
)
, (6.7)
where we can express ∂2θf by differentiating ∂θf again, and substituting the expression for it back in –
so that, once again, everything is purely in terms of f (the solution to (6.5)). Finally, the 2-dimensional
Ricci scalar (associated with σˆij) is5
R = 2
[
f2 + 2 (∂θf)
2 − f∂2θf
]
[(sin θ) f − (cos θ) ∂θf ][
f2 + (∂θf)
2
]2
(sin θ) f
= 2
det (κˆij)
det (σˆij)
. (6.8)
ii. GR : Applying the coordinate transformation (5.1) to (6.1) we compute the induced 2-metric on H
to be
σˆij = e
2χ(f,θ)
( [
f2 + (∂θf)
2 − 2Mf
]
f/ (f − 2M) 0
0
(
sin2 θ
)
f2
)
. (6.9)
Here, f is the function that solves the (algebraic) equation
VR =
1
2
ln
(
1− 2
f
)
− Q
f3
P2 (cos θ) . (6.10)
with VR constant. From (6.10) we get (just like in the NG case) an expression for ∂θf in terms
of f by taking a partial with respect to θ, which (along with the resulting expression for ∂2θf from
differentiating this again) we can use to express σˆij as well as all other geometric quantities such as
κˆij and R purely in terms of f , which in turn is just the solution to (6.10).
For the purposes of finding differences between what NG and GR geoids, it is instructive to compare the
Ricci scalar predicted by the two theories (with other quantities held fixed). It is also instructive to compare
not the extrinsic curvature itself, but the proper components of the extrinsic curvature, that is the non-
vanishing components of κIJ = eI aeJ bκab, where {eI a} is a unit dyad tangent to H . We take e1 a =(
1/
√
σˆθθ
)
(∂θ)
a and e2 a =
(
1/
√
σˆφφ
)
(∂φ)
a (so that e1 · e1 = 1 = e2 · e2), and thus the proper extrinsic
curvature along ∂θ is k1 := κ11 = κˆθθ/σˆθθ and, similarly, along ∂φ it is k2 := κ22 = κˆφφ/σˆφφ. (The
off-diagonal component is zero.)
Following the above procedure, we have found exact expressions (as functions of θ, in terms of Q and
f or, implicitly, the potential value) for all the relevant geometric quantities (R, k1 and k2). They are
very cumbersome to write down in full, so instead we offer here their series expressions up to linear order
in Q (for NG as well as GR). For notational convenience, we henceforth denote P (θ) := P2 (cos θ) =
1
2
(
3 cos2 θ − 1).
5N.B.: The second equality in (6.8) is simply the “theorema egregium” of Gauss in 2 dimensions, which we see indeed holds.
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i. NG : We get
R =
2
f2
+
{
12P (θ)
f4
}
Q+ . . . (6.11)
= 2V 2N +
{
8V 4NP (θ)
}
Q+ . . . (6.12)
k1 =
1
f
+
{
3
(
2 cos2 θ − 1)
f3
}
Q+ . . . (6.13)
= −VN +
{
−1
2
V 3N
(
9 cos2 θ − 5)}Q+ . . . (6.14)
k2 =
1
f
+
{
3 cos2 θ
f3
}
Q+ . . . (6.15)
= −VN +
{
−1
2
V 3N
(
3 cos2 θ + 1
)}
Q+ . . . (6.16)
where . . . denotes O (Q2) terms and, to get the second lines for each quantity, we have used
f = − 1
VN
+ {−VNP (θ)}Q+ . . . (6.17)
This is obtained by inserting a series ansatz f = c0 + c1Q + . . . into (6.5), and solving for the
coefficients to satisfy the equation order-by-order in Q.
ii. GR : We get
R =
2
f2
+
{
4 (3f − 4)P (θ)
f5
}
Q+ . . . (6.18)
=
1
2
(
1− e2VR)2 +{1
4
(
1− e4VR) (1− e2VR)3 P (θ)}Q+ . . . (6.19)
k1 =
√
1− 2/f
f
+
{√
1− 2/f [6 (f − 1) cos2 θ − 3f + 2]
f4
}
Q+ . . . (6.20)
=
1
2
eVR
(
1− e2VR)+{ 1
32
eVR
(
1− e2VR)3 (−e2VR + 15 cos2 θ − 9)}Q+ . . . (6.21)
k2 =
√
1− 2/f
f
+
{√
1− 2/f [3 (f − 2) cos2 θ + 2]
f4
}
Q+ . . . (6.22)
=
1
2
eVR
(
1− e2VR)+{ 1
32
eVR
(
1− e2VR)3 (2e2VRP (θ) + 3 cos2 θ + 3)}Q+ . . . (6.23)
where
f =
2
1− e2VR +
{
1
2
e2VR
(
1− e2VR)P (θ)}Q+ . . . (6.24)
is here obtained from (6.10) via the same procedure as in the NG case.
As a consistency check, notice that GR should recover NG when VN ≈ VR is small. Indeed, expanding the
GR results (6.19), (6.21) and (6.23) further in VR, we findR = 2V 2R +O
(
Q2, V 3R
)
, k1 = −VR+O
(
Q2, V 2R
)
and k2 = −VR +O
(
Q2, V 2R
)
, thus indeed recovering the NG results (6.12), (6.14) and (6.16) respectively.
Now, to actually see how they compare, we plot the (full, exact) expressions for each. To do this, we
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must first fix some quantity describing the geoid “size” in all cases. We choose to fix the proper distance
∆ =
´
ds =
´
dθ
√
σˆθθ travelled along a line of longitude of the geoid, from the North Pole (θ = 0) to the
South Pole (θ = pi). In particular, in all plots, we display results for a choice of ∆ =
´ pi
0 dθ
√
σˆθθ = 10.
This is equivalent to a fixing of the potential values (VN and VR respecively), and we determine precisely
which potential values achieve a pole-to-pole proper distance of 10 as follows:
• first, select the desired value of Q;
• then, perform a numerical integration of ´ pi0 dθ
√
σˆθθ via Simpson’s rule (for which we used 100
partitions), and retain the result symbolically (that is, as sum that is a function of the potential value);
• finally, apply Newton’s method (for which we used 20 iterations) to find the potential value that is
the root of the result of the previous step minus 10. For the initial guess, use the potential value
corresponding to the closest value of Q previously obtained.
In this way, we can plot everything for a pole-to-pole distance of 10.
Before displaying the results, we investigate what we should expect for Q = 0.
i. NG : (6.5) implies f = −1/VN for Q = 0. Thus, for any constant pole-to-pole proper distance
∆ =
´
ds, we have
∆ =
ˆ pi
0
dθ
√
σˆθθ =
ˆ pi
0
dθf = − pi
VN
. (6.25)
ii. GR : (6.10) implies f = 2/
(
1− e2VR) for Q = 0. So to get the same pole-to-pole proper distance
∆ =
´
ds, we need
∆ =
ˆ pi
0
dθ
√
σˆθθ =
ˆ pi
0
dθf =
2pi
1− e2VR . (6.26)
Setting (6.25) equal to (6.26), we get −pi/∆ = VN = −12
(
1− e2VR). Inserting these into (6.12)-(6.23), we
see that the Ricci scalar in NG and GR coincides for Q = 0 (as expected), and is given by
R = 2V 2N =
1
2
(
1− e2VR)2 = 2pi2
∆2
. (6.27)
However, the extrinsic geometries are different. In NG, we have for Q = 0,
k1 = k2 = −VN = 1
2
(
1− e2VR) = pi
∆
. (6.28)
Meanwhile, in GR,
k1 = k2 =
1
2
eVR
(
1− e2VR) = −√1 + 2VNVN = pi
∆
√
1− 2pi
∆
=
pi
∆
− pi
2
∆2
+O
(
1
∆3
)
(6.29)
where in the last equality we have expanded in powers of 1/∆. (Hence, for large ∆, the above recovers the
NG result.) Thus we might expect to be able to match the Ricci scalar (intrinsic geometry) of a geoid in
NG with GR, but not necessarily the extrinsic curvature – which, we see, is always lower in GR even with
vanishing multipole deformations.
In Figure 4, we plot (parametrically in θ, for 0 ≤ θ ≤ pi) the induced 2-dimensional Ricci scalar R (θ)
of the geoid 2-surface as a function of the proper longitudinal distance travelled along the geoid starting
at the North Pole
´ θ
0 ds (the integration again being performed numerically via Simpson’s rule with 100
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Figure 4: The induced 2-dimensional Ricci scalar R of the geoid 2-surface as a function of the
proper longitudinal distance travelled along it starting at the North Pole. All plots are for a fixed
pole-to-pole proper distance of 10, in both NG (solid) and GR (dotted), for different values of
the quadrupole moment Q (increasing darkness corresponds to increasing Q).
partitions), for a fixed pole-to-pole proper distance of 10. This shows that given the same geoid “shape”
(measurement of the Ricci scalar along the geoid), a Newtonian observer would deduce different quadrupole
– and possibly higher multipole – moments than a relativistic observer would.
In particular, using the geoid map of, say, the Earth to infer its quadrupole moment via the Newtonian
theory would actually yield according to this a value that is lower than the true one, i.e. the value one would
infer from a relativistic treatment of the (same) geoid. The correction to Q thus obtained may be important,
for example, in geophysical studies of the Earth’s internal composition: a higher Q than previously assumed
may indicate that the Earth is in fact less well consolidated.
Moreover, we find that we obtain a nearly exact agreement between, say, the Q = 0.25 geoid in NG and
the Q = 0.36 geoid in GR by adding to the former an octupole moment of W = 0.03; this is achieved by
repeating the Newtonian analysis now with VN = −1/f −
(
Q/f3
)
P2 (cos θ) −
(
W/f5
)
P4 (cos θ). See
the yellow and blue curves in Figure 5. Thus the relativistic correction to the geoid is a genuinely nontrivial
effect, in that an observer may otherwise infer (different) higher multipole contributions to resolve a given
shape. Or, put differently, what appear to be higher order multipole effects in NG are, actually, simply a
disguise for quadrupole corrections in GR.
Finally, we plot k1 and k2 in Figure 6. As expected, they do not coincide for Q = 0 and they cannot be
made to agree (as was the case with R) simply by the addition of multipole effects.
7 Conclusions
We have defined the notion of a geoid in GR, and have shown it to fit naturally within a quasilocal approach
for describing general extended systems in curved spacetime. Conservation laws can be formulated in terms
of them which may, as an obvious first application, prove easily amenable to computing energy changes due
to gravitational waves. Indeed, we have seen that the energy flux across a geoid is (in the absence of matter)
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Figure 5: The induced 2-dimensional Ricci scalar R of the geoid 2-surface as a function of the
proper longitudinal distance travelled along it starting at the North Pole, for a fixed pole-to-pole
proper distance of 10. We display the quadrupole-only plot in NG for Q = 0.25 (red solid), the
result of adding to this an octupole of W = 0.03 (solid yellow), and the GR plot for Q = 0.36
(dotted blue). We see that the latter two curves lie nearly on top of each other.
Figure 6: The induced 2-dimensional proper extrinsic curvatures k1 and k2 of the geoid 2-surface
as a function of the proper longitudinal distance travelled along it starting at the North Pole. All
plots are for a fixed pole-to-pole proper distance of 10, in both NG (solid) and GR (dotted), for
different values of the quadrupole moment Q (increasing darkness corresponds to increasing Q).
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simply given by shear stress times shear strain, which describes precisely the familiar effect of a linearly
polarized gravitational wave perpendicular to the plane of a detector. A detailed inquiry is left to future
work.
Moreover, we have constructed explicit solutions for geoids in some spacetimes, and have compared a
simple case among these – namely, the Schwarzschild solution containing a quadrupole perturbation – with
the NG geoid containing the same. We have found that GR predicts nontrivial quadrupole corrections that,
additionally to the actual value of the quadrupole moment itself, a Newtonian treatment would mistake for a
higher-order multipole effect. Such corrections will prove useful in applications of the geoid aiming to turn
from a Newtonian to a fully general-relativistic approach – as might well soon be the case with GPS.
Future work may include extending our analysis by including (possibly non-perturbatively) higher mul-
tipoles in both the NG and GR geoid being compared, which (relative to the perturbative quadrupole-only
problem) is computationally much more involved. It may furthermore prove valuable to undertake the com-
putation of other geometric quantities (aside from the Ricci scalar and extrinsic curvature) that are actually
used in measuring the geoid map of the Earth, such as geodesic deviation. Solving the Kerr geoid with a
quadrupole perturbation [19] (and then possibly with arbitrary multipoles [17]) would be another problem
of immediate interest. Furthermore, it would also be valuable to carry out a post-Newtonian analysis of
the geoid in the context of GQFs (analogously to that already done for RQFs [12]) to augment/recast in a
quasilocal setting the recent work [20] in this direction by some of the same authors as [7].
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A The General Raychaudhuri Equation
Here we show the main steps in the computation of (4.4). By the definition of the expansion tensor (2.4) and
the Leibnitz rule,
∇uθab = uc∇c
(
σaeσbf∇euf
)
(A.1)
= uc [(∇cσae)σbf + σae (∇cσbf )] + ucσaeσbf∇c∇euf . (A.2)
We insert σab = gab−nanb+uaub into the terms in the square brackets, expand them out using the Leibnitz
rule again, and then multiply both sides of the equation with gab. Many of the resulting terms cancel owing
to the fact that σabnb = 0 = σabub, yielding
dθ
dτ
= σab (∇uua)∇uub − σab (∇una)
(
∇nub + nc∇buc
)
+ gabucσaeσbf∇c∇euf . (A.3)
The first term on the RHS is, by definition,
σab (∇uua)∇uub = α · a = α ·α. (A.4)
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The second term can be rewritten, using once more the definition of σab and orthogonality properties of n
and u, in terms of the normal component of the acceleration and the extrinsic curvature ofB as:
− σab (∇una)
(
∇nub + nc∇buc
)
= − (∇unb)∇nub + ℵ2 + uaucΘabΘbc. (A.5)
Finally, the third term can be expressed, first by applying the definition of the Riemann tensor and the
Leibnitz rule,
gabucσa
eσb
f∇c∇euf = gabσa eσbf
[
∇e∇uuf − (∇euc)∇cuf −Rf decuduc
]
, (A.6)
and then by using
θabθ
ba = σbeσbf (∇euc)∇cuf − σbeσbf
[(
∇nuf
)
nd∇eud −
(
∇uuf
)
ud∇eud
]
, (A.7)
which follows from the definition of the expansion tensor (2.4), as
gabucσaeσbf∇c∇euf = −θabθba + σaeσeb∇aab − σaeσeb
(
∇nub
)
nc∇auc − σaeσebRb dacuduc. (A.8)
Now, using the Leibnitz rule, the definition of σab, and orthogonality properties of n and u, we can write
the second term on the RHS of (A.8) in terms of the normal component of the acceleration and the trace of
the extrinsic curvature ofB as:
σaeσeb∇aab = σae
(
∇aαe − ab∇aσeb
)
=D ·α+ ℵκ =D ·α+ ℵ (Θ− ℵ) , (A.9)
where σab∇a = Db, and in the last equality we have used the useful fact (which can be shown from the
definition of σab and orthogonality properties) that Θ = κ+ℵ. The second term on the RHS of (A.8), using
analogous manipulations, can be written as
− σaeσeb
(
∇nub
)
nc∇auc = Θabua∇nub = (∇unb)∇nub. (A.10)
Using the definition of σab and symmetry properties of the Riemann tensor, the last term on the RHS of
(A.8) is
− σaeσebRb dacuduc = −Rabuaub +Racbdnanbucud. (A.11)
Inserting (A.9), (A.10) and (A.11) into (A.8), we get
gabucσaeσbf∇c∇euf = −θabθba+D·α+ℵ (Θ− ℵ)+(∇unb)∇nub−Rabuaub+Racbdnanbucud. (A.12)
Now, inserting (A.4), (A.5) and (A.12) into (A.3), the terms involving the derivatives of n along u as well
as the square of the normal component of the acceleration cancel, leaving the Raychaudhuri equation in the
form
dθ
dτ
= −θabθba + (α+D) ·α+ ℵΘ + uaucΘabΘbc −Rabuaub +Racbdnanbucud. (A.13)
To get from this to (2.5), we can check from the definition of quasilocal momentum Pa that
PaPa = uaucΘabΘbc +
(
uaubΘab
)2
. (A.14)
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Also, it can be checked (via the Leibnitz rule and orthogonality properties) that uaubΘab = −ℵ. Using
Θ = κ+ ℵ, this entails that
P2 + κℵ = uaucΘabΘbc + Θℵ. (A.15)
Inserting this into (A.13) we finally get
dθ
dτ
= −θabθba −Rabuaub +D ·α+α2 +P2 + ℵκ+Racbdnanbucud. (A.16)
Making use of 0 = Daγab = a · u = σabnb = Danb and ab = αb + ℵnb, we remark that
D ·α = Da
(
σabab
)
(A.17)
=
(
Daσ
ab
)
ab + σ
ab (Daab) (A.18)
=
(
Da
(
γab + uaub
))
ab + σ
ab (Da (αb + ℵnb)) (A.19)
=
(
Duu
b
)
ab +D
bαb (A.20)
= γbaaaab +D ·α (A.21)
=
(
σab − uaub
)
aaab +D ·α (A.22)
= α · a+D ·α (A.23)
= α ·α+D ·α, (A.24)
so (A.16) is precisely (2.5).
B The Raychaudhuri Equation for the Kerr GQF
Let us analyze the Raychaudhuri GQF equation (4.4) with (5.17). For this solution, the Ricci ternsor
term vanishes, and so the equation involves only four terms: the acceleration term ℵκ, the tidal term
Racbdn
anbucud, the quasilocal momentum squared P2, and the expansion term −θabθba. We compute
all of them explicitly, and find that, as expected, they sum exactly to zero, i.e. our solution indeed satisfies
the Raychaudhuri GQF equation. Their full expressions are rather cumbersome and we refrain from writ-
ing them out in full here, but it may be instructive to look at their expansions in the angular momentum
parameter a:
ℵκ = 2M
F 3 (r)
−M
{
2 [3F (r)− 2M ] cos2 θ
F 5 (r) [F (r)− 2M ] +
[7M − 3F (r)] sin2 θ
F 4 (r) [F (r)− 2M ]2
}
a2 + . . . , (B.1)
Racbdn
anbucud = − 2M
F 3 (r)
+ 3M
{
2 cos2 θ
F 5 (r)
− sin
2 θ
F 4 (r) [F (r)− 2M ]
}
a2 + . . . , (B.2)
P2 = M
2 sin2 θ
F 4 (r) [F (r)− 2M ]2a
2 + . . . , (B.3)
−θabθba = 8 M
2 cos2 θ
F 5 (r) [F (r)− 2M ]a
2 + . . . , (B.4)
where . . . refers to O (a4) terms.
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As a→ 0, we see that we recover the terms we found in the Schwarzschild GQF.
Setting F (r) = r, we plot the (exact) terms at r = 4M in units of M = 1, for different a2 values – one
by one in Figure 7, and against each other in Figure 8.
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